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Abstract
Averages and Nonvanishing of Central Values of Triple Product
L-Functions via the Relative Trace Formula
by
Bin Guan
Advisor: Professor Brooke Feigon
Harris and Kudla [HK04] proved a conjecture of Jacquet, that the central value of a triple
product L-function does not vanish if and only if there exists a quaternion algebra over
which a period integral of three corresponding automorphic forms does not vanish. Moreover,
Gross and Kudla [GK92] established an explicit identity relating central L-values and period
integrals (which are finite sums in their case), when the cusp forms are of prime levels and
weight 2. Böcherer, Schulze–Pillot [BSP96] and Watson [Wat02] generalized this identity to
more general levels and weights, and Ichino [Ich08] proved an adelic period formula which
would work for all the cases. In this thesis we use Ichino’s period formula combined with a
relative trace formula to show exact averages of certain families of triple product L-functions.
We also present some applications of the average formulas to the nonvanishing problem.
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Let N, k ≥ 1 be integers and N be square-free. Let F2k(N) be the set of normalized cusp




2πinz, g, h ∈ F2k(N) such that a1 = 1, we can define the triple product
L-function as the Euler product
Lfin(s, f × g × h) :=
∏
p
Lp(s, f × g × h).
The local factors are defined as follows. When p - N ,
Lp(s, f × g × h) :=
∏
i1,i2,i3∈{1,2}





p (f) are defined to be the roots of X2 − ap(f)X + p2k−1 = 0; when p | N ,
noticing that ap(f)p
−(k−1) = ±1, we define
Lp(s, f × g × h) := (1 + εpp3(k−1)p−s)−1(1 + εpp3(k−1)p1−s)−2
1
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where εp := −ap(f)ap(g)ap(h)p−3(k−1). Then Lfin(s, f × g × h) is absolutely convergent in
the half plane Re(s) > 3k − 1
2
. Moreover, Böcherer and Schulze–Pillot proved that
Theorem 1.1.1 ([BSP96] Theorem 4.3). The function
Λ(s, f × g × h) := (2π)6k−3−4sΓ(s)Γ(s+ 1− 2k)3Lfin(s, f × g × h)
has an analytic continuation to the entire s-plane and satisfies the functional equation




Remark 1.1.2. One can observe that the central value is at s = 3k − 1. But after a
translation s 7→ s+ 3k − 3
2
, the functional equation may be written in the form
Λ(s, f × g × h) = εN5(
1
2
−s)Λ(1− s, f × g × h)
so that the central value is Λ(1
2
, f × g × h). See Lemma 3.2.2.
In [FW10] Theorem 1.1, Feigon and Whitehouse gave an exact average formula of the
central values of triple product L-functions associated to three newforms of weight 2 and of





Lfin(2, f × g × h)







0, p ≡ 1 (mod 12);
6
√
3Lfin(1, h)Lfin(1, h, χ−3), p ≡ 5 (mod 12);
4Lfin(1, h)Lfin(1, h, χ−4), p ≡ 7 (mod 12);
(4Lfin(1, h)Lfin(1, h, χ−4) + 6
√
3Lfin(1, h)Lfin(1, h, χ−3)), p ≡ 11 (mod 12).
(1.1)
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Here (·, ·) is the Petersson inner product defined in Lemma 3.2.2. Their approach does not
use the relative trace formula. Rather, using the classical period formula of Gross–Kudla
[GK92], they write Lfin(2, f × g × h) as a finite sum of functions defined on a finite set.
In this paper, we will briefly present the relative trace formula (RTF), originally intro-
duced by Jacquet to study periods integrals, and apply it to automorphic forms on a specific
quaternion algebra, so that we can generalize the above result to the case of general weight
and level.
Theorem 1.1.3 (Main Theorem). Let N be a square-free integer with an odd number of






Lfin(2, f × g × h)





















1, 2 - N,
(1 + a2(h)), 2 | N ;







1, 3 - N,
(1 + a3(h)), 3 | N.
If N has a prime factor ≡ 1 (mod 4) and one ≡ 1 (mod 3) (or if N has a prime factor ≡ 1






Lfin(3k − 1, f × g × h)





Here ϕ(N) is the Euler’s totient function, ω(N) :=
∑
p|N 1 is the number of distinct prime
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factors of N , and
δ(k) :=

1, if k = 1,
0, otherwise.
Remark 1.1.4. 1) Since ε∞ = −1 and N has an odd number of prime factors, the global
ε-factor (the global root number) for the triple product L-function is 1 in the case of the main
theorem.
2) Here χd is the Dirichlet character defined by the Kronecker symbol (
d
· ), where d ≡ 0, 1
(mod 4) is a fundamental discriminant. The product over p | N can be seen as a congruency







0, if N has a prime factor ≡ 1 (mod 4);
1
2
, if N has no prime factor ≡ 1 (mod 4) and 2 | N ;
1, if all prime factors of N are ≡ 3 (mod 4).
3) When N is a prime with N = 11 or N > 13, this reproves (1.1), that is Theorem 1.1
in [FW10].
4) When f, g, h all have weight 4, a similar result as (1.2) can be obtained by the same
method. See Theorem 5.6.4.
In Section 6.2 we apply the above theorem to the nonvanishing problem.
Corollary 1.1.5. Let N be a square-free integer with an odd number of prime factors. Then
#{(f, g) ∈ F2k(N)×F2k(N) : Lfin(3k − 1, f × g × h) 6= 0} k,ε N3/4−ε
holds in the following cases:
• 2k = 2 and ϕ(N) > 24;
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• 2k = 4;
• 2k > 2, N has a prime factor ≡ 1 (mod 4) and one ≡ 1 (mod 3).
The adelic RTF, along with Ichino’s period formula [Ich08], plays an important role in
the proof of the adelic version of the Main Theorem (Theorem 3.2.3) as well as the case
of general weight and level. This method is more flexible since it could also be applied to
the case of triple product L-functions attached to Hilbert modular forms over a totally real
number field.
1.2 Ichino’s period formula
From an adelic point of view, one can consider the triple product L-function L(s, π1 ⊗ π2 ⊗
π3) (defined in Section 3.2) associated to three irreducible unitary cuspidal automorphic
representations of PGL(2,A), where A is the adele ring over Q. Harris and Kudla [HK04]
proved a conjecture of Jacquet, that the central value L(1/2, π1 ⊗ π2 ⊗ π3) 6= 0 if and only





for some φi ∈ π′i, where A× is diagonally embedded in D×(A) as its center, and π′ is the
irreducible unitary automorphic representation of D×(A) associated to π by the Jacquet–
Langlands correspondence.
Moreover, Gross and Kudla [GK92] established an explicit identity relating central L-
values and period integrals (which are finite sums in their case), when the cusp forms are
of prime levels and weight 2. This Gross–Kudla period formula is the key ingredient when
[FW10] proves (1.1). Böcherer, Schulze–Pillot [BSP96] and Watson [Wat02] generalized this
identity to more general levels and weights. At last, Ichino [Ich08] proved an adelic version
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 6









, π1 ⊗ π2 ⊗ π3)
L(1, π1 ⊗ π2 ⊗ π3,Ad)
.
Here [D×] := A×D×(Q)\D×(A). The exact formula can be found in Theorem 4.5.1.
1.3 Jacquet’s relative trace formula
Here we consider a general version of the RTF. Let G be an anisotropic algebraic group
defined over a global field F and H1, H2 be closed subgroups of G. Let f ∈ C∞c (G(AF )).
Integrating f against the action of G(AF ) gives a linear map






One sees that R(f) is an integral operator with kernel
Kf (x, y) =
∑
γ∈G(F )
f(x−1γy), x, y ∈ G(AF ).
Let A(G) denote the set of automorphic representations on G(AF ). Fixing automorphic






Kf (h1, h2)φH1(h1)φH2(h2) dh1 dh2.
The RTF for the case H1\G/H2 gives two expressions of I(f).
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From the spectral decomposition of L2(G(F )\G(AF )),






where for each π ∈ A(G), ONB(π) denotes an orthonormal basis of Vπ. The spectral



























1 γθ2h2)φH1(h1)φH2(h2) dh1 dh2.
Here [γ] runs through representatives of H1(F )\G(F )/H2(F ); and (θ1, θ2) runs through
H1(F )×H2(F )/(H1(F )×H2(F ))γ, where we define
(H1(F )×H2(F ))γ := {(θ1, θ2) ∈ H1(F )×H2(F ) : θ−11 γθ2 = γ}.
Let θihi be the new hi (i = 1, 2). Then we have
I(f) =
∑
[γ]∈H1(F )\G(F )/H2(F )
I[γ](f)




(H1(F )×H2(F ))γ\H1(AF )×H2(AF )
f(h−11 γh2)φH1(h1)φH2(h2) d(h1, h2).
As a generalization of the Arthur–Selberg trace formula, Jacquet’s relative trace formula
(RTF) is a powerful tool in the study of period integrals. With a period formula like Ichino’s,
the average of central values of L-functions appears in the spectral decomposition of a certain
distribution. In the compact quotient case one can get an explicit orbital decomposition of
the same distribution. For example, Feigon and Whitehouse [FW09] considered the RTF for
the case E×\D×/E× (where D is a quaternion algebra over a totally real number field F and
E/F is a quadratic extension embedded in D) and, using a period formula of Waldspurger,
obtained an exact formula for averages of central values of twisted quadratic base change L-
functions associated to Hilbert modular forms. In this paper an analogous method is applied










:= F{i, j}/(i2 − a, j2 − b, ij + ji),
denote the quaternion algebra with F -basis 1, i, j, k such that i2 = a, j2 = b and ij = −ji = k
(so k2 = −ab). We know that either D ∼= M2(F ) (called the split quaternion algebra) or D
is a division algebra.
In this chapter we recall and prove some facts about quaternion algebras that will be
needed later in this paper.
2.1 How to represent certain quaternion algebras
We recall the main theorem on the classification of quaternion algebras over a global number
field.
Theorem 2.1.1 ([Voi20] Theorem 14.6.1). Let F be a number field and S(F ) be the set of
its places.
9
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• If D is a quaternion algebra over F , the set Ram(D) ⊂ S(F ) of places v such that D
is ramified at v, i.e. such that Dv := D⊗F Fv is not split, is a finite set with an even
number of elements.
• For any finite subset S ⊂ S(F ) of non-complex places such that #(S) is even, there is
a unique quaternion algebra D over F such that Ram(D) = S.
When F = Q, a quaternion algebra over Q is called definite if D∞ = D ⊗Q R is not
split (i.e. isomorphic to the algebra H of Hamilton quaternions), indefinite otherwise. Of
course (a,bQ ) is definite if and only if a, b < 0. We define disc(D), the discriminant of D,
as the (square-free) product of the finite primes at which D is ramified. The quaternion
algebra D corresponding to a fixed subset of S(Q) (i.e. to a fixed square-free discriminant)
can be constructed explicitly. In this paper we only consider the following two kinds of
discriminants.
Lemma 2.1.2. Let N be a square-free integer with an odd number of prime divisors.
(1) If N has no prime divisor of the form 4n+ 1, (−1,−NQ ) is the definite quaternion algebra
over Q with discriminant N ;
(2) If N has no prime divisor of the form 3n+ 1, (−3,−NQ ) is the definite quaternion algebra
over Q with discriminant N .
Proof. It is easy to prove this lemma for p - N and p 6= 2, 3, since (a,bQp ) is split if p is
unramified in Q(
√
a) and vp(b) = 0 (see [Voi20] Corollary 13.4.1). For p | N and p 6= 2, 3 the
lemma also holds, noticing that (a,$Qp ) is the only non-split quaternion algebra over Qp (up
to isomorphism) if $ is a uniformizer of Qp and a ∈ Z×p is an element such that Qp(
√
a) is
the unramified quadratic extension of Qp (see [Voi20] Theorem 13.3.10).
A more detailed proof of this lemma using the Hilbert symbol can be found in Appendix
A.1.
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2.2 The centralizer of a quaternion
We define the reduced trace and norm in D as
TrD(α + βi+ γj + δk) = 2α,
ND(α + βi+ γj + δk) = α
2 − aβ2 − bγ2 + abδ2.
We have a lemma about the norm group ND(D
×).








It is obvious that elements conjugate to each other have the same trace and norm, in
either a matrix algebra or a division algebra. The following lemma gives a stronger result
for conjugacy classes in a division quaternion algebra.
Lemma 2.2.2 ([Voi20] Corollary 7.1.7). Let D be a non-split quaternion algebra over F .
Then a quaternion x is D×-conjugate to x′ (that is, x′ = γxγ−1 for some γ ∈ D×) if and
only if they have the same trace and norm.
One can also say that conjugacy classes in D× can be parametrized by traces and norms.
Corollary 2.2.3. Fix a set Σ of representatives in F×/(F×)2. (For example, when F = Q,
Σ can be the set of square-free integers.) Then [x̄] 7→ (TrD(x), ND(x)) is a well-defined
injection from the set of conjugacy classes of G′(F ) := F×\D× to ({±1}\F )× Σ.
Proof. For any two representatives x1, x2 ∈ D× of x̄ ∈ G′(F ), there exists λ ∈ F× so that
x2 = λx1, and we have TrD(x2) = λTrD(x1), ND(x2) = λ
2ND(x1). Fixing Σ, moreover, with
ND(x) fixed, we can only take λ
2 = 1. So the traces of representatives in x̄ might differ by
a sign. With Lemma 2.2.2 the statement is proved.
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For a fixed quaternion, one can check the following result about its centralizer by direct
calculation.
Lemma 2.2.4. Suppose D = (a,b
F
) is a division algebra. Consider the centralizer of x ∈
G′(F ) := F×\D× given by G′x(F ) := {g ∈ G′(F ) : gx = xg}. Then
• G′x(F ) = G′(F ) when x = 1;
• when x = 1 + βi+ γj + δk 6= 1, G′x(F ) is the image of {λ+ µx ∈ D× : λ, µ ∈ F};
• and when x = βi+ γj + δk, G′x(F ) is the image of
{λ+µx ∈ D× : λ, µ ∈ F}∪{x1i+x2j+x3k ∈ D× : x1, x2, x3 ∈ F ; aβx1+bγx2 = abδx3}.
2.3 Maximal orders of quaternion algebras
Let D be a quaternion algebra over F = Q or Qp. An order of D is an OF -subalgebra
O ⊂ D which is an OF -lattice of the underlying F -vector space of D. It is well known that
any O is contained in a maximal order. The maximal orders of quaternion algebras over Qp
can be described as following.
Proposition 2.3.1 ([Voi20] Sections 10.1, 14.1).
• When D = M2(Qp), the maximal orders of D are the GL2(Qp)-conjugates of M2(Zp);
• When D is the non-split quaternion algebra over Qp, there is a unique maximal order
O = {x ∈ D : ND(x) ∈ Zp}
which contains all Zp-integral elements of D.
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2.4 Normalization of measures
Let F be a number field. For a finite place v of F , the ring of integers in Fv is denoted by
OFv . Let $v denote a uniformizer in Fv and qv := #(OFv/($v)).
Fix an additive character ψ of F\AF . For a place v of F we take the additive Haar
measure dxv on Fv which is self-dual with respect to ψv. On F
×







|x| , Fv = R;
π−1 2dx0dx1
xx̄
, Fv = C, x = x0 + x1i;
(1− q−1v )−1 dxv|x|v , v <∞.
Let E be a quadratic extension over F . We define measures on Ev = Fv ⊗F E and E×v
similarly with respect to the additive character ψ ◦ TrE/F .
We note that with these choices of measures we have, for v <∞,
vol(O×Fv ; d
×xv) = vol(OFv ; dxv) = |dv|1/2
with dv ∈ Fv such that dvOFv is the different of Fv over Qp; and for a quadratic field extension
Ev/Fv, we have
vol(F×v \E×v ) =

2, if Fv = R, Ev = C;
|dv|1/2, if Ev/Fv is the unramified field extension;
2|Dvdv|1/2, if Ev/Fv is ramified,
with Dv ∈ OFv such that DvOFv is the relative discriminant of Ev/Fv.
For a quaternion algebra D defined over a number field F , fix a maximal order O ⊂ D.
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For a finite place v of F we take the Haar measure dgv on D
×
v as
dgv := ζFv(1)|NDv(gv)|−2 dµv(gv)
where µv is the additive Haar measure on Dv which is self-dual with respect to ψv. Then,







(qv − 1)−1, if v ∈ Ram(D),
1, if v /∈ Ram(D),
where Kv is the image of Z(Fv)O×v in G′v.
For v | ∞ and a definite quaternion algebra D, Dv ∼= H and G′v = Z(R)\H× ∼=
{±1}\ SU(2). We parametrize h =
α −β
β̄ ᾱ
 ∈ SU(2) by setting
α = reiθ cos γ, β = reiϕ sin γ, r > 0, 0 ≤ γ ≤ π
2
, 0 ≤ θ, ϕ < 2π.
So dαdβ = 2r3 sin 2γ drdγdθdϕ (notice that dαdβ is the self-dual additive measure on H),











Φ(γ, θ, ϕ) · 2 sin 2γ dγ dθ dϕ.
This choice of Haar measure on SU(2) implies vol(G′v) = vol(G
′
∞) = 4π
2 (See [CC19] (5.9)).
Globally we take the product of these local measures and give discrete subgroups the
counting measures, and define the Tamagawa measure on
[E×] := A×FE
×\A×E and [D
×] := Z(AF )D×(F )\D×(AF )
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as the quotient measure. In this way we get
vol([E×]) = 2L(1, η) and vol([D×]) = 2. (2.1)
Here η is the quadratic character of F×\A×F associated to E/F by class field theory. For
example, when E = Q(
√
d) such that d is a fundamental discriminant, η is the Hecke








1, p splits in E;
−1, p remains prime in E;
0, p ramifies in E.
We recall a useful lemma about quotient measure.
Lemma 2.4.1 ([KL06] Corollary 7.14). Let G be a unimodular group and suppose G = KH
for closed unimodular subgroups H and K. Suppose further that K ∩H is unimodular. Let





f(kh) dk dh (f ∈ Cc(KH))







for all f ∈ Cc(K\G).
Chapter 3
Automorphic Forms and L-Functions
Let D be a quaternion algebra over Q. Define an algebraic group D× over Q by D×(A) =
(A⊗QD)× for a Q-algebra A. Thus D× is a reductive algebraic group and we therefore have
a theory of automorphic forms and representations of D×. We will be more interested in the
forms that correspond to some automorphic forms on GL(2,Q) via the Jacquet–Langlands
correspondence.
3.1 Jacquet–Langlands correspondence
Let N be a square-free integer with an odd number of prime factors. Fix a positive integer
k. Denote by F(N, 2k) the set of cuspidal automorphic representations of PGL(2,A) of level
N and weight 2k. The following theorem shows the 1-1 correspondence between F2k(N) and
F(N, 2k).
Theorem 3.1.1 ([Gel75] Theorem 5.21, [LW12]). Suppose N =
∏
pi is a product of distinct
primes. If f(z) =
∑
n≥1 an(f)e
2πinz ∈ F2k(N) (normalized such that a1 = 1), then its
corresponding cuspidal automorphic representation πf = ⊗vπv of PGL(2,A) can be described
as follows:
16
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• π∞ ∼= π2kdis = σ(| · |k−1/2, | · |−(k−1/2)) is the discrete series representation of weight 2k;
• if p - N , πp is the spherical representation π(µ1, µ2) such that µ1µ2 is trivial and
ap(f) = p
2k−1
2 (µ1(p) + µ2(p)); and
• if p | N , πp is the special representation σδ of GL(2,Qp) with trivial central character,
where δ is the unramified character of Q×p with δ(p) = ap(f)p−(k−1) = ±1.
Let D be the definite quaternion algebra with discriminant N (i.e. the quaternion algebra
defined over Q which is ramified precisely at the infinite place of Q and the primes dividing
N). We have taken G′ to be the algebraic group defined over Q with G′(Q) = Z(Q)\D×(Q).
Denote by A(G′) the set of irreducible automorphic representations of G′(A). Since the





where Vπ′ denotes the space of π
′.
Clearly A(G′) contains all the characters of G′(Q)\G′(A), which are of the form δ ◦ND
where δ : Q×\A× → {±1} is a Hecke character. Let Ares(G′) be the set of these char-
acters. Then its complement, denoted by Acusp(G′), contains all the infinite-dimensional
irreducible automorphic representations of G′(A). Every representation π′ ∈ Acusp(G′),
according to Jacquet–Langlands [JL70], can correspond to a cuspidal automorphic represen-
tation of PGL(2,A).
Let F ′(N, 2k) be the set of representations π′ ∈ Acusp(G′) which map to representations in
F(N, 2k) under the Jacquet–Langlands correspondence. The compatibility between the local
and global Jacquet–Langlands correspondence gives the following theorem, which describes
explicitly π′ = ⊗π′v ∈ F ′(N, 2k).
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Theorem 3.1.2 (Jacquet–Langlands correspondence, [JL70] [FW09]). Under the Jacquet–
Langlands correspondence JL : A(G′) ↪→ A(PGL(2)), the image of Acusp(G′) is equal to the
set of cuspidal automorphic representations π = ⊗vπv of PGL(2,A) such that πv is a discrete
series representation of PGL(2,Qv) at all places v where D is ramified. In particular, when
D is definite and has discriminant N , for π ∈ F(N, 2k), there exists π′ = ⊗π′v ∈ Acusp(G′)
such that JL(π′) = π and
1. π∞ ∼= π2kdis, π′∞ ∼= π′2k is a (2k − 1)-dimensional irreducible representation of G′∞ =
Z(R)\H× (which is described in Appendix B);
2. for v = p | N , πp is the special representation σδp where δp : Q×p → {±1} is an
unramified character, π′p
∼= δp ◦NDp is a character of G′p; and




For π′ ∈ F ′(N, 2k), the following lemma defines a new-line vector φ ∈ Vπ′ .
Lemma 3.1.3. Fix a maximal order O ⊂ D such that Op = M2(Zp) whenever D splits at
p. For any p <∞, let Kp be the image of Z(Qp)O×p in G′p = G′(Qp), and Kfin :=
∏
pKp be




p. Then (with X
2k−2 ∈ Vπ′2k being the unit highest weight
vector defined in Appendix B)
CX2k−2 ⊗ (π′fin)Kfin
is a one-dimensional subspace of Vπ′ for π
′ ∈ F ′(N, 2k). We call any nonzero vector φ in
this subspace a new-line vector in π′, and write it as
φ = ⊗vφv with φ∞ := ‖φ‖X2k−2
and φp being the unit spherical vector in π
′
p (we fix a G
′
p-invariant bilinear form on π
′
p⊗ π̃′p).
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Proof. When p | N , the non-ramification of δp implies that δp ◦ NDp is Kp-invariant. Then
this Lemma is a direct result from Theorem 3.1.2.
Remark 3.1.4. In particular, when 2k = 2, π′∞
∼= Sym0 V ⊗ det0 is trivial (see Appendix
B). So every automorphic form in π′ ∈ F ′(N, 2), in particular the new-line vector, can be
seen as a function defined on G′(Afin).
3.2 L-functions
Let F be a local field. According to the local Langlands correspondence, for every irreducible
admissible representation π of GL(2, F ), there is a representation ρ : WF → GL(2,C) of the
Weil group such that L(s, ρ) = L(s, π). The triple product local L-factor can be defined by
L(s, π1 ⊗ π2 ⊗ π3) = L(s, ρ1 ⊗ ρ2 ⊗ ρ3),







where Ad(ρi) : WF → GL(3,C) is the adjoint representation. For the cases at hand, we can
define the local L-factors more explicitly.
Let F = R or C be an Archimedean local field. Recall that, for s ∈ C,
ζR(s) := π
−s/2Γ(s/2), ζC(s) := 2(2π)
−sΓ(s),
where Γ(s) is the standard Γ-function. For a character µ : F× → C×, define
L(s, µ) =

ζR(s+ r +m), when F = R, µ(x) = |x|rR sgnm(x), r ∈ C, m ∈ {0, 1};
ζC(s+ r + |m|), when F = C, µ(z) = |z|rC(z/z̄)m, r ∈ C, m ∈ 12Z.
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For a discrete series representation π2kdis of GL(2,R) with weight 2k, one can define
L(s, π2kdis) = ζC(s+ k −
1
2
), L(s, π2kdis,Ad) = ζR(s+ 1)ζC(s+ 2k − 1);







For a quadratic extension E/Q we have that (ηE/Q)∞ is trivial or sgn. Notice that π2kdis⊗sgn ∼=
π2kdis. Then




dis ⊗ (ηE/Q)∞) = L(s, π2kdis)2.
Remark 3.2.1. According to the Legendre duplication formula




we can write all these Archimedean L-factors in terms of ζR(s). For example,
ζC(s) = ζR(s)ζR(s+ 1),













Notice that the Euler factor L(s, π2kdis⊗π2kdis⊗π2kdis) at infinity for the triple product L-function
is of degree 8, just like the non-Archimedean L-factor (when the three representations are all
spherical).
Now let F be a non-Archimedean local field with uniformizer $, and let q = #(OF/($))
be the order of the residue field. For an unramified character µ (perhaps with superscripts
and subscripts),
L(s, µ) = (1− µ($)q−s)−1, ζF (s) = L(s,1F ) = (1− q−s)−1.
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For a spherical representation π(µ1, µ2) with µ1, µ2 unramified,
L(s, π(µ1, µ2)) = L(s, µ1)L(s, µ2) = (1− µ1($)q−s)−1(1− µ2($)q−s)−1;






























For a special representation σµ with µ unramified,
L(s, σµ) = L(s+
1
2
, µ) = (1− µ($)q−s−1/2)−1;
L(s, σµ,Ad) = ζF (s+ 1) = (1− q−s−1)−1;












, σµ) = −µ($), ε(
1
2
, σµ1 ⊗ σµ2 ⊗ σµ3) = −µ1µ2µ3($).
For a quadratic extension E/F , the base change L-factors can be defined in the same way
as above, noticing that ([GG12] Appendix E.6)
(π(µ1, µ2))E = π(µ1 ◦NE/F , µ2 ◦NE/F ), (σµ)E = σµ◦NE/F .
Globally, for a number field F , a Hecke character µ on A×F , and automorphic representa-
tions π, π1, π2, π3 of GL(2,AF ), we define the completed L-functions
ζ∗F (s), L(s, µ), L(s, π), L(s, π1 ⊗ π2 ⊗ π3), L(s, π,Ad), L(s, π1 ⊗ π2 ⊗ π3,Ad)
as Euler products of corresponding local L-factors over all places of F .
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Lemma 3.2.2. Let f, g, h ∈ F2k(N) be cusp forms of the same level and weight, and
πf , πg, πh be the cuspidal automorphic representations corresponding (via Theorem 3.1.1)




, πf ⊗ πg ⊗ πh) = Lfin(3k − 1, f × g × h),
and
L(1, πf ,Ad) =
22k
N
(f, f) ([CST14] Proposition 1.11).








With the above lemma and the definition of Archimedean L-factors, one can easily check
that the following theorem is equivalent to Theorem 1.1.3. Recall that for h ∈ F2k(N), when





, πh) = ±1.
Theorem 3.2.3 (Main Theorem, adelic version). Let N be a square-free integer with an odd
number of prime factors, and F(N, 2k) be the set of cuspidal automorphic representations








, π1 ⊗ π2 ⊗ π3)











N · L(1, π3,Ad)
, (3.1)












1, 2 - N,











1, 3 - N,
(1− ε3(12 , π3)), 3 | N.









, π1 ⊗ π2 ⊗ π3)









In the following two chapters we are going to prove Theorem 3.2.3 using the relative trace
formula (RTF).
Chapter 4
Spectral Side of the RTF
Let D be the definite quaternion algebra over Q with discriminant N . Let G′ be the algebraic
group defined over Q with G′(Q) = Z(Q)\D×(Q). We consider the RTF introduced in
Section 1.3 for the case G′\(G′ ×G′)/G′.
Let f ∈ C∞c (G′(A) × G′(A)). Integrating f against the action of G′(A) × G′(A) gives a
linear map







f(g1, g2)Φ(x1g1, x2g2) dg1 dg2.
From the spectral decomposition of L2(G′(Q)×G′(Q)\G′(A)×G′(A)) one sees that R(f) is
an integral operator with kernel





((π′1 ⊗ π′2)(f)Φ)(x1, x2)Φ(y1, y2),
where ONB(π) denotes an orthonormal basis of Vπ.
24
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Having fixed the diagonal embedding G′ ↪→ G′×G′ we get an injection G′(A) ↪→ G′(A)×
G′(A). Let π′3 ∈ F ′(N, 2k) be an automorphic representation of G′. Fixing an automorphic







Kf (h1, h1;h2, h2)φ3(h1)φ3(h2) dh1 dh2. (4.1)





where for each π′1, π
′











Recall that A(G′) = Acusp(G′) t Ares(G′) where Ares(G′) is the set of characters of
G′(Q)\G′(A). The automorphic representations of G′ ×G′ are of the form π′1 ⊗ π′2 where
• π′1, π′2 ∈ Acusp(G′);
• one in Acusp(G′) and another in Ares(G′); or
• π′1, π′2 ∈ Ares(G′).
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Our goal is to choose a suitable test function f ∈ C∞c (G′(A) × G′(A)) such that R(f) kills
all π′1 ⊗ π′2 ∈ Acusp(G′)⊗Acusp(G′) unless π′1, π′2 ∈ F ′(N, 2k).
4.1 Test function
First we give two lemmas in the representation theory of compact groups. The first lemma
can be obtained through direct calculation.
Lemma 4.1.1. Let K be a compact topological group with Haar measure dk, Π be a unitary






Π(k)v dk, v ∈ VΠ.





〈Π(k)u, v〉 dk = vol(K; dk)〈PΠ(u), PΠ(v)〉
where 〈 , 〉 is a K-invariant inner product defined on VΠ.
Lemma 4.1.2 ([Kna01] Schur Orthogonality Relations). Let K be a compact Lie group, π, π′
be two finite-dimensional irreducible unitary representations of K, 〈 , 〉 be a K-invariant
inner product of π or π′. Then, for u, v ∈ Vπ, u′, v′ ∈ Vπ′,
∫
K
〈π(k)u, v〉〈π′(k)u′, v′〉 dk =





, if π = π′.
For v = ∞, recall that π′2k (defined in Appendix B) corresponds to π2kdis, via the local
Jacquet–Langlands correspondence. Let 〈 , 〉 be a G′∞-invariant inner product of π′2k ⊗ π′2k.
By Lemma 3.1.3 we fix φ3,∞ = ‖φ3‖X2k−23 , and Lemma B.0.4 shows that there exists a vector
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w◦2k ∈ π′2k ⊗ π′2k such that
∫
G′∞
〈π′2k ⊗ π′2k(g, g)w◦2k, w◦2k〉π′2k(g)X2k−23 dg
is a constant multiple of X2k−23 . We fix such a nonzero vector w
◦
2k ∈ π′2k ⊗ π′2k as in Lemma
B.0.2 and define f∞ ∈ C∞c (G′∞ ×G′∞) by





For v = p <∞, fix a maximal order Op of Dp = D(Qp). In particular, fix Op = M(2,Zp)




fp where fp = 1Kp
is a function in C∞c (G
′(Afin)). We define the test function on G′(A) × G′(A) by f := f∞ ×
(f0 ⊗ f0), i.e.




In particular when 2k = 2, π′2k is trivial and so is f∞. In this case the test function is
simply




When choosing Φ ∈ ONB(π′1 ⊗ π′2) we take Φ = Φ∞ · φ1,fin ⊗ φ2,fin, where Φ∞ is a unit




1 ⊗ π′2)(f∞ · f0 ⊗ f0)Φ)(x1, x2)
=(π′1,∞ ⊗ π′2,∞(f∞)Φ∞) · (R(f0 ⊗ f0)(φ1,fin ⊗ φ2,fin))(x1, x2)
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and







=(R(f0)φ1,fin)(x1) · (R(f0)φ2,fin)(x2) = (π′1,fin(f0)φ1,fin)(x1) · (π′2,fin(f0)φ2,fin)(x2).
Then the distribution Iπ′1,π′2 becomes



















In the next three sections we will answer the question that, with the test function defined
by (4.3), which representations would contribute to the spectral decomposition (4.2).
4.2 Cusp ⊗ Cusp
For an irreducible admissible representation σ of G′v acting on the space Vσ and for fv ∈
C∞c (G
′





Lemma 4.2.1 ([FW09] Lemma 3.2, 3.3). For v = p < ∞, let fp = 1Kp as above. Let σ be
an irreducible unitary representation of G′p. Then σ(fp) kills the orthogonal complement of
σKp in Vσ, and σ(fp)w = vol(Kp)w for w ∈ σKp.








σ(g)w dg for w ∈ Vσ.
The rest can be shown by Lemma 4.1.1.
On the Archimedean place we can prove a similar result as [FW09] Lemma 3.4.
Lemma 4.2.2. Let σ = σ1⊗σ2 be an irreducible unitary representation of G′∞×G′∞. Then,
with the definition of f∞ as above, σ(f∞) kills the space Vσ unless σ ∼= π′2k⊗π′2k. Furthermore
for σ = π′2k ⊗ π′2k, σ(f) kills the orthogonal complement of Cw◦2k in Vσ, and






Proof. Since f∞ is a matrix coefficient, Schur Orthogonality Relations (Lemma 4.1.2) show
that σ(f∞) kills the space Vσ unless σ ∼= π′2k ⊗ π′2k, and
〈π′2k ⊗ π′2k(f∞)w1, w2〉 =
∫
G′∞×G′∞




〈π′2k ⊗ π′2k(g)w1, w2〉














‖w◦2k‖2 when w1 = w2 = w◦2k;
0 when w1 or w2 ∈ (Cw◦2k)⊥.
Now we apply the lemmas for π′1,v⊗π′2,v and work on π′1⊗π′2(f)Φ for Φ ∈ ONB(π′1⊗π′2).
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2 ∈ F ′(N, 2k);
0, otherwise.
Here K ′ := G′∞
∏
p<∞Kp is an open subgroup of G
′(A), Φπ′1⊗π′2 is the orthonormal basis of
the 1-dimensional subspace Wπ′1⊗π′2 := Cw
◦
2k ⊗ (π′1,fin)Kfin(π′2,fin)Kfin.
Proof. It follows from the previous two lemmas that R(f) kills the orthogonal complement






























4.3 Res ⊗ Res
Every π′ ∈ Ares(G′), is a character δ ◦ ND for some δ : Q×\A× → {±1}. We can take
φ ∈ ONB(π′) to be the normalization of δ ◦ND.
Lemma 4.3.1. R(f)(δ1 ◦ ND ⊗ δ2 ◦ ND) ≡ 0 unless 2k = 2 and δ1, δ2 are unramified
everywhere, in which case (with K ′ := G′∞
∏
p<∞Kp)
R(f)(δ1 ◦ND ⊗ δ2 ◦ND)(x1, x2) = δ1(ND(x1))δ2(ND(x2)) vol(K ′)2.
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Proof. By definition we have





























δp(NDp(x)) vol(Kp), δp unramified.
When v =∞, ND∞(D×∞) = R×>0 by Lemma 2.2.1. Then δ∞(ND∞(g)) = 1 for all g ∈ D×∞
since δ∞ is quadratic. Thus∫
G′∞×G′∞












2, if π′2k ⊗ π′2k ∼= id ., i.e. 2k = 2.
Putting these local calculation together shows the statement.
For any global field F , we define Xun(F ) to be the set of Hecke characters δ : F×\A×F →
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∣∣∣∫G′(Q)\G′(A) δ1δ2(ND(h))φ3(h)vol(G′(Q)\G′(A)) dh∣∣∣2 , if 2k = 2;
0, otherwise.
The following lemma shows that any character δ : Q×\A× → {±1} that is unramified













∣∣∣∣2 = 14 |〈φ3,1〉|2.






Lemma 4.3.2. Let F be Q or an imaginary quadratic extension of Q with class number 1.
Then the set Xun(F ) of all characters δ : F×\A×F → C× which are unramified everywhere is
parameterized by F̂×∞/O×F , the set of characters of F×∞ which are invariant under O
×
F . Here
O×F is the group of units in the ring OF of algebraic integers, which is actually the set of
roots of unity in F .








and the Dirichlet’s unit theorem.
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4.4 Res ⊗ Cusp
In the same way as in the previous section we can show that
Lemma 4.4.1. For π′2 ∈ Acusp(G′), R(f)(δ◦ND⊗φ2) ≡ 0 unless δ is unramified everywhere,
2k = 2, π′2 ∈ F ′(N, 2) and φ2 ∈ (π′2)Kfin, in which case (with K ′ := G′∞
∏
p<∞Kp)
R(f)(δ ◦ND ⊗ φ2)(x1, x2) = δ(ND(x1))φ2(x2) vol(K ′)2.
Proof. The proof on the non-Archimedean places has been done in the proof of Lemma 4.2.1
and Lemma 4.3.1. On the Archimedean place, one can apply a similar proof as in Lemma
4.3.1 to show that, for π′1,∞ = δ∞ ◦ND∞ , π′2,∞ = π′2k′ ,
π′1,∞ ⊗ π′2,∞(f∞)(δ∞ ◦ND∞ ⊗ φ2,∞) = 0
unless 2k = 2k′ = 2, in which case φ2,∞ = 1 and
π′1,∞ ⊗ π′2,∞(f∞)(δ∞ ◦ND∞ ⊗ φ2,∞) = (δ∞ ◦ND∞ ⊗ φ2,∞) vol(G′∞)2.
For π′ ∈ Acusp(G′), let φπ′ ∈ CX2k−2 ⊗ (π′fin)Kfin be the normalized new-line vector as













∣∣∣∫G′(Q)\G′(A) δ1(ND(h))vol(G′(Q)\G′(A))1/2φπ′2(h)φ3(h) dh∣∣∣2 , if 2k = 2;
0, otherwise.
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∣∣∣∣2 = 12〈φ3, φ3〉.
4.5 Application of Ichino’s formula











































Theorem 4.5.1 (Ichino’s period formula, [Ich08] Theorem 1.1). Let F be a number field,
E = F × F × F , πi be an cuspidal automorphic representation of GL(2,AF ) for i = 1, 2, 3.
Assume that the product of the central characters of πi is trivial. D is a quaternion algebra
over F so that there exists an irreducible unitary automorphic representation Π′ = π′1⊗π′2⊗π′3
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of (D×(AF ))3 associated to Π = π1⊗π2⊗π3 by the Jacquet–Langlands correspondence. Then,
for Φ = ⊗vΦv ∈ Π′,








, π1 ⊗ π2 ⊗ π3)



















the Bv’s are (D×(AF ))3-invariant pairings between Π′v and its contragredient Π̃′v so that
∏
v
Bv(Φv,Φ′v) = 〈Φ,Φ′〉 :=
∫∫∫
(G′(F )\G′(AF ))3
Φ(g1, g2, g3)Φ′(g1, g2, g3) dg1 dg2 dg3
and Bv(Φv,Φ′v) = 1 for almost all v.
We calculate the local factors Iv for the cases at hand. Assume F = Q, D is definite,
and N = disc(D) is, as before, square-free with an odd number of prime factors. Let Φ be










and on the non-Archimedean places Φp are tensor products of three Kp-invariant unit vectors.
When p - N , according to [Ich08] Lemma 2.2,
Ip = vol(Kp; dgp) = ζp(2)
−1, p - N.
When p | N , (πi)p is the special representation σδi for some unramified character δi :
Q×p → {±1}. The corresponding φi, up to a constant multiple, is δi ◦NDp . [Woo11] Propo-
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sition 5.5 shows that






−1, p | N
with εp = −(δ1δ2δ3)(p) = εp(12 ,Π). (Note that the measure in [Woo11] differs by a factor
ζp(2).)












Here B∞(·, ·̄) = 〈·, ·〉 is the inner product defined in (B.1). By (4.5) 〈Φ∞,Φ∞〉∞ = ‖φ3‖2,





























Here P2k, as defined in Lemma B.0.2, is the only D×(R)-invariant vector in π′2k⊗π′2k⊗π′2k◦∆3
up to a constant multiple. In Lemma B.0.4 we show that 〈w◦2k ⊗ X2k−23 ,P2k〉 = ‖w◦2k‖2.
Moreover,
ζR(2) = π
−1, L(1, π2kdis,Ad) = ζC(2k)ζR(2) = 2
2(2π)−1−2kΓ(2k),
L(1/2, π2kdis ⊗ π2kdis ⊗ π2kdis) = ζC(k)3ζC(3k − 1) = 24(2π)1−6kΓ(k)3Γ(3k − 1).
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Now we see that
∏
















∣∣∣∣2 = ‖φ3‖2 Γ(2k)2Γ(2k − 1)Γ(k)3Γ(3k − 1) 2ω(N)ϕ(N)48N2 L(12 , π1 ⊗ π2 ⊗ π3)L(1, π1 ⊗ π2 ⊗ π3,Ad)
if εp = −1 for every p | N ; otherwise it vanishes.
Recall that







Combining (4.2) (4.4) and the above lemma, we get that:
Theorem 4.5.3 (Main Theorem, spectral side). Let N be a square-free product of an odd













, π1 ⊗ π2 ⊗ π3)
L(1, π1 ⊗ π2 ⊗ π3,Ad)
+

〈φ3, φ3〉 24ϕ(N) , if 2k = 2;
0, otherwise.
Chapter 5
Geometric Side of the RTF
Recall that G′ = Z\D×, Kp is the image of ZpO×p in G′p;




































φ3 is a new-line vector in π
′
3 ∈ F ′(N, 2k) with φ3,∞ a highest weight vector of π′2k, as defined
in Lemma 3.1.3. In Section 5.1 we will proof the following theorem which gives the orbital






Kf (h1, h1;h2, h2)φ3(h1)φ3(h2) dh1 dh2.
Theorem 5.0.1. Let N be a square-free integer which has an odd number of prime factors.
Let D be the quaternion algebra Q which is ramified precisely at ∞ and the primes dividing
38
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N . Then
I(f) = I[1] + I[γ0] + I[γ1]
where γ0, γ1 ∈ D×(Q) such that
TrD(γ0) = 0, ND(γ0) = 1; TrD(γ1) = ND(γ1) = 1,
with




























Here K ′ = G′∞
∏
p<∞Kp; E = Q(γ) is the quadratic extension of Q which can be embedded
in D when γ exists (in particular E0 = Q(γ0) = Q(
√
−1), E1 = Q(γ1) = Q(
√
−3)); φ∗,
φ∗∗ ∈ π′3 such that
φ∗ = φ3; φ













〈π′2k ⊗ π′2k ⊗ π′2k(h−1γh, 1, 1)P2k, w◦2k ⊗X2k−2−i3 Y i3 〉X2k−2−i3 Y i3 ; (5.2)
ϕγ is the characteristic function of the set
{h ∈ G′γ(A)\G′(A) : h−1p γhp ∈ Kp for all primes p}.
And
• I[γ0] = 0 if N has a prime factor of the form 4n+ 1 (in this case γ0 does not exist);
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• I[γ1] = 0 if N has a prime factor of the form 3n+ 1 (in this case γ1 does not exist).
(These two primes do not have to be distinct.)
For some particular N only the trivial orbit appears in the orbital decomposition. In fact
we have:
Corollary 5.0.2. With assumptions and notations as before, if N has a prime factor ≡ 1















, π1 ⊗ π2 ⊗ π3)















This corollary and Lemma 3.2.2 together give a proof of (1.3).
After proving Theorem 5.0.1 we will use Waldspurger’s formula (Theorem 5.2.1) to com-
pute I[γ0] and I[γ1] for weight 2k = 2 in Section 5.2. (Calculation of these terms for weight
4 can be found in Section 5.6.) This combined with the calculations in Sections 5.3 and 5.4
gives a proof of the following theorem.
Theorem 5.0.3 (Main Theorem, geometric side). Let N be a square-free product of an odd
number of primes. For π′3 ∈ F ′(N, 2),
I(f) = I[1] + I[γ0] + I[γ1]
with
I[1]
〈φ3, φ3〉 vol(K ′)
= 1;
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I[γ0]












1, 2 - N,
(1− ε2(12 , π3)), 2 | N ;
I[γ1]
















1, 3 - N,
(1− ε3(12 , π3)), 3 | N.
Theorem 4.5.3, 5.0.3 and Corollary 5.0.2 together imply the Main Theorem 3.2.3.
5.1 Orbital decomposition
We apply the geometric side of the RTF to the distribution I(f). WhenG = G′×G′ andH1 =
H2 = G
′ (H1, H2 ↪→ G diagonally), the representatives [(γ1, γ2)] in G′(Q)\G′×G′(Q)/G′(Q)
can be chosen such that γ2 = 1 and [γ1] runs through all conjugacy classes of G
′(Q). For
θ1, θ2 ∈ G′(Q), θ−11 (γ, 1)θ2 = (γ, 1) if and only if θ1 = θ2 ∈ G′γ(Q), the centralizer of γ in





























1 θ2h2)φ3(h1)φ3(h2) dh1 dh2
Here (θ1, θ2) runs through
G′(Q)×G′(Q)/{(θ1, θ2) : θ1 = θ2 ∈ G′γ(Q)} ∼= (G′γ(Q)\G′(Q))×G′(Q),
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Denote the summand as I[γ](f).
Recall that the new-line vector φ3 = ⊗φ3,v ∈ CX2k−23 ⊗ π
′Kfin
3,fin can be written such that
φ3,∞ = ‖φ3‖X2k−23 and φ3,p’s are Kp-invariant unit vectors for p < ∞ (see Lemma 3.1.3).




−1γg, h−1g)(R(g)φ3) dg is a pure tensor in π
′
3.
Proof. For f = f∞ · (f0 ⊗ f0),
∫
G′(A)




















For v = p <∞ the local test function 1Kp(h−1p γh2,p) 1Kp(h−1p h2,p) is nonzero only if both
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h−1p γgp, h
−1











These two left cosets either coincide or are disjoint, and hpKp = γ
−1hpKp if and only if
h−1p γhp ∈ Kp. Let ϕγ =
∏
ϕγ,p and ϕγ,p : G
′
γ(Qp)\G′p → C be the characteristic function of











R(gp)φ3,p dgp = vol(Kp)ϕγ,p(hp)R(hp)φ3,p.













where eγ is defined in (5.1).
Lemma 5.1.2. For γ ∈ G′(Q), h ∈ G′γ(R)\G′∞, with eγ defined in (5.1),
∫
G′∞




Proof. First we consider the inner product
〈∫
G′∞









〈π′2k ⊗ π′2k ⊗ π′2k(g, g, g)w◦2k ⊗X2k−23 , π′2k ⊗ π′2k ⊗ π′2k(γ−1h, h, h)w◦2k ⊗X2k−2−i3 Y i3 〉 dg.
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Recall that P2k is G′∞-invariant, and we have 〈w◦2k ⊗X2k−23 ,P2k〉 = ‖w◦2k‖2 by Lemma B.0.4.
Now the above integral is equal to








〈π′2k ⊗ π′2k ⊗ π′2k(h−1γh, 1, 1)P2k, w◦2k ⊗X2k−2−i3 Y i3 〉.
Lemma B.0.1 shows that, for a fixed h, {π′2k(h)X2k−2−i3 Y i3} forms an orthogonal basis of
Vπ′2k . So we have∫
G′∞




































































Take φ∗, φ∗∗ ∈ π′3 such that
φ∗ = φ3; φ





φ3,p, v = p <∞.



















with K ′, eγ, ϕγ defined in Theorem 5.0.1.
When γ = 1, the centralizer G′γ = G
′. According to Lemma B.0.4,
eγ = ‖w◦2k‖2X2k−23 .




















Now we study the property for the other [γ]’s such that ϕγ is not identically 0. Instead
of Q, we consider it over an arbitrary number field F .




when F = Q, ϕγ = 0 unless TrD(γ) ∈ {±1}\Z ∼= Z≥0 and ND(γ) = ±1.
Proof. Fix a set Σ ⊂ OF − {0} of representatives in F×/(F×)2. We can choose Σ to be the
set of “square-free” integers. More precisely, the factorization of the principal ideal of OF
generated by any number in Σ has exactly one factor for each prime ideal that appears in
it. Then as in Lemma 2.2.3 we can fix a representative of γ in D×(F ) (also denoted γ) so
that ND(γ) ∈ Σ. Under this assumption we see that ordv(ND(γ)) is either 0 or 1.
Suppose that ϕγ(h) 6= 0. This means h−1v γhv ∈ Kv for all v <∞.
When v /∈ Ram(D), Kv = PGL(2,OFv). We can say that, fixing a representative of γ in
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GL(2, Fv) there is an hv ∈ GL(2, Fv) such that λvh−1v γhv ∈ GL2(OFv) for some λv ∈ F×v . As
a matrix in GL2(OFv), we have that
TrDv(λvh
−1
v γhv) ∈ OFv , NDv(λvh−1v γhv) ∈ O×Fv .
Conjugate matrices have the same norm and trace, so
ordv(TrDv(λvγ)) = ordv(λv TrD(γ)) ≥ 0, ordv(NDv(λvγ)) = ordv(λ2vND(γ)) = 0.
With the assumption of Σ, one can imply that ordv(ND(γ)) = 0, λv ∈ O×Fv is a unit, and
then ordv(TrD(γ)) ≥ 0.
When v ∈ Ram(D) and v < ∞, Dv is a division algebra and it has only one maximal
order
Ov = {x ∈ Dv : NDv(x) ∈ OFv}.
We still know that, there is an hv ∈ D×v such that λvh−1v γhv ∈ O×v for some λv ∈ F×v .
With the assumption of Σ, as in the previous case, one can imply that ordv(ND(γ)) = 0, i.e.
γ ∈ O×v . Moreover, Proposition 2.3.1 shows that γ isOFv -integral and then ordv(TrD(γ)) ≥ 0.
Globally we see that, fixing γ such that ND(γ) ∈ Σ, for any place v of F , ND(γ) cannot
be divisible by v, and the order of v in the ideal decomposition of TrD(γ) ∈ F has to be
nonnegative. In other words ND(γ) has to be a unit and TrD(γ) in OF . With Lemma 2.2.3
we get the conclusion.
With this lemma, we only need to consider the summand I[γ](f) with ND(γ) a “square-
free” unit in O×F and TrD(γ) ∈ {±1}\OF . Going back to the case when F = Q, we only
need to consider the summand I[γ](f) with ND(γ) = 1 and TrD(γ) ∈ Z≥0 (obviously ND(γ)
cannot be −1 when D is definite). Now we consider the infinite place Q∞ = R. When D is
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definite, D(R) ∼= H is non-split. That means the characteristic polynomial
X2 − TrD(x)X +ND(x)
of any x ∈ D×(Q) is irreducible over R if and only if x /∈ R∩D×(Q) = Q×. For γ ∈ G′(Q) =
Z(Q)\D×(Q), if γ 6= 1, X2 − TrD(γ)X + ND(γ) is irreducible over R, which implies that
TrD(γ)
2 < 4ND(γ). Now ND(γ) = 1, we only need TrD(γ) = 0 or 1.
Proposition 5.1.4. Denote N and D as in Theorem 5.0.1.
(1) There is an x ∈ D with TrD(x) = 0, ND(x) = 1 if and only if N has no prime factor of
the form 4n+ 1.
(2) There is an x ∈ D with TrD(x) = 1, ND(x) = 1 if and only if N has no prime factor of
the form 3n+ 1.
Proof. The sufficiency can be seen directly from Lemma 2.1.2. If N has no prime factor of
the form 4n + 1, D has a presentation D = (−1,−NQ ) and clearly TrD(i) = 0, ND(i) = 1. If








See Appendix A.2 for the proof of the necessity.
Lemma 5.1.3, Proposition 5.1.4, and the following lemma together imply Theorem 5.0.1.
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Here E0 = Q[X]/(X2 + 1) = Q(
√
−1), E1 = Q[X]/(X2 + 3) = Q(
√
−3) are quadratic
extensions of Q which can be embedded in D when γ0, γ1 exist respectively.
Proof. (1) When N has no prime factor of the form 4n + 1, we can write D = (−1,−NQ ) by
Lemma 2.1.2 and take γ0 = iD (the i in the Q-basis {1, i, j, k} of D). Then










where ϕi is the characteristic function of the set
{h ∈ G′i(A)\G′(A) : h−1p iDhp ∈ Kp for all primes p}.
Lemma 2.2.4 shows that G′i(Q) is the image in G′(Q) of
{λ+µi ∈ D×(Q) : λ, µ ∈ Q}∪{λj+µk ∈ D×(Q) : λ, µ ∈ Q} = Q(i)× ·{1, j} = {1, j}·Q(i)×.
Instead of using G′i we can simply consider a subgroup T in G
′ such that T (Q) is the image
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(2) When N has no prime factor of the form 3n+1, we can write D = (−3,−NQ ) by Lemma
2.1.2 and take γ1 =
1
2
(1 + iD). Then










where ϕ1+i is the characteristic function of the set
{h ∈ G′1+i(A)\G′(A) : h−1p (1 + i)hp ∈ Kp for all primes p}.
Lemma 2.2.4 shows that G′1+i(Q) is the image in G′(Q) of
{λ+ µ(1 + i) ∈ D×(Q) : λ, µ ∈ Q} = Q(i)× = T (Q)
(notice that this i =
√
−3 is different with the i =
√












5.2 Nontrivial orbits and Waldspurger’s formula
Now we calculate I[γ0] and I[γ1] when the weight 2k = 2. In this case (π
′
3)∞
∼= π′2k is a trivial
















when γ = γ0, and cγ = 1 when γ = γ1.
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For any two forms φ′, φ′′ ∈ π′3, as functions in L2([D×]), we already have a Petersson










Here E/Q is a quadratic field extension as in the above lemma, embedded inD by E = Q(iD).
We can choose the set of all characters on E×\A×E (whose restrictions on A× are trivial) as












Here PΩ : π




φ(t)Ω(t) dt, φ ∈ π′,
where the Haar measure gives total volume 2L(1, η) on [E×], with η : Q×\A× → {±1} the
quadratic character associated to E/Q by class field theory. Then
∫
[E×]
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The product of two period integrals is related via a period formula of Waldspurger to the
central value of a base change L-function.
Theorem 5.2.1 (Waldspurger’s formula, [Wal85], [YZZ13] Section 1.4.1 and Theorem 1.4.2).











































Here the Bv’s are D
×
v -invariant bilinear forms on π
′
v ⊗ π̃′v such that
∏
v Bv(·, ·̄) = 〈·, ·〉 as










when Dv ∼= M(2, Fv), Ev/Fv is unramified, π′v ∼= πv and Ωv are both unramified, and φ′v ∈ πv,
φ′′v ∈ π̃v are unit spherical vectors.
For weight 2, we apply Waldspurger’s formula to the case when φ′ = φ′′ = R(h)φ3. Let
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Actually, most characters Ω do not contribute to this sum. For example:




−3), α∞ = 0 unless Ω∞ is











vol(C×/R×) = (2π)−1 vol(C×/R×).





C×/R× Ω∞(t∞) dt∞, which vanishes unless Ω∞ = 1.
Also recall that η is the quadratic Hecke character of Q×\A× corresponding to the
Dirichlet character χ−d where d = 4 or 3. Then the rest can be verified by noticing that
η∞ = sgn.
Moreover, Lemma 5.3.1 and 5.4.3 show that αp = 0 unless Ωp is unramified for any finite
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and therefore
I[γ](f)


















With the above lemma we have that
∫
C×\D×∞
α∞ϕγ,∞ dh∞ = (2π)
−1 vol(G′∞);
by Lemma 5.4.2 and 5.4.3 we have
∫
E×p \D×p
αpϕγ,p(hp) dhp = vol(Kp), p - N ;
and by (5.6), when p | N ,
∫
E×p \D×p
αpϕγ,p dhp = (1− χ−d(p))(1− p−1) vol(Kp) ·

1, Ep/Qp unramified;
(1− εp(12 , π3)), Ep/Qp ramified.
Here χ−d is the Dirichlet character corresponding to the Hecke character η, and d = 4 or 3.
We will show in the next two sections the calculation of the above local integrals at finite
places.
Recall that vol([E×]) = 2L(1, η). The special values of completed L-functions are given
by Dirichlet’s class number formula.
Theorem 5.2.3 (Dirichlet class number formula, [Dav00] (6.15)). Let d < 0 be the funda-
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where h is the class number of Q(
√
d) and w is the number of roots of unity in Q(
√
d). In










With Theorem 5.0.1 and all the above results, we can get the orbital decomposition of
I(f) (Theorem 5.0.3) for the case when weight 2k = 2.
5.3 Local calculation: Non-Archimedean, p | disc(D)
In the following two sections we will explicitly calculate the local integrals in (5.5).
When p | disc(D), with Proposition 5.1.4, we can assume χ−d(p) 6= 1, i.e. Ep/Qp is
non-split. Recall that E = Q(
√
−d) (where −d is a fundamental discriminant) corresponds
to a Dirichlet character χ−d. When Ep/Qp is unramified and non-split, χ−d(p) = −1, the
ramification index is e = 1, and the inertia degree is f = 2; when Ep/Qp is ramified,
χ−d(p) = 0, e = 2, f = 1.
In this case, πp = σδp is the special representation of GL(2,Qp) and π′p = δp ◦ NDp is a





p(hp)φp, φp := δp ◦NDp
with Bp(φp, φp) defined to be 1.
Lemma 5.3.1. When p | disc(D), πp = σδp, we have αp(φ′p, φ′′p; Ωp) = 0 unless Ωp =





p; δp ◦NDp) = (1− p−1) vol(E×p /Q×p ).






p; 1) = (1− p−1) vol(E×p /Q×p ) ·






, (π3)p)), χ−d(p) = 0.













































































vol(E×p /Q×p ), if Ep/Qp is ramified




2 , πE ⊗ Ω)
= vol(E×p /Q×p )(1− p−e)
1− p−f
1− p−2
= vol(E×p /Q×p )(1− p−1).
Recall that for πp = σδp , one has (πE)p = σδp◦NEp/Qp and




, πE ⊗ Ω) = (1− δp(NEp/Qp($Ep))Ωp($Ep)|$Ep |)−1 = (1− p−f )−1;
Lp(s, π,Ad) = ζp(s+ 1), Lp(1, π,Ad) = (1− p−2)−1.
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For the rest of the lemma, notice that δp is unramified and of order at most 2. So when
Ep/Qp is unramified and non-split, NDp($Ep) = NEp/Qp(p) = p2 and therefore δp◦NDp = 1E×p
always holds. But if Ep/Qp is ramified we know NDp($Ep) = NEp/Qp($Ep) = p; so





p; 1) = 0 unless δp(p) = 1. Notice that we have ε(
1
2




E×p \D×p ϕγ,p(hp) dhp.
Lemma 5.3.2. For p | disc(D),
∫
E×p \D×p
ϕγ,p(hp) dhp = vol(E
×
p \D×p ).
Proof. When p | disc(D), Dp = (−q,−NQp ) is a division algebra (q = 1 or 3). Proposition
2.3.1 shows O×p = {x ∈ D×p : vp(NDp(x)) = 0}. Clearly for any hp ∈ Dp, NDp(h−1p γhp) =
NDp(γ) = 1 for γ = γ0 or γ1. So the condition h
−1
p γhp ∈ O×p is trivial, and therefore
∫
E×p \D×p
ϕγ,p(hp) dhp = vol(E
×
p \D×p ).
The above two lemmas show that, when αp 6= 0,
∫
E×p \D×p
ϕγ,p(hp)αp dhp = (1− p−1) vol(Q×p \E×p ) vol(E×p \D×p ) = (1− p−1) vol(G′p).
Notice that
NDp(Q×p ) = (Q×p )2 while NDp(D×p ) = Q×p by Lemma 2.2.1.
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Since in this case O×p = {gp ∈ D×p : vp(NDp(gp)) = 0}, we can write
G′p = Q×p \D×p = Q×p \
(
{gp : 2 | NDp(gp)} t {gp : 2 - NDp(gp)}
)
= Q×p \Q×pO×p tQ×p \jQ×pO×p = Kp t jKp.
(Here vp(NDp(j)) = vp(N) = 1 for j ∈ Dp = (−q,−NQp ).) And therefore
vol(G′p) = vol(Q×p \D×p ) = 2 vol(Kp).




ϕγ,p(hp) dhp = (1−χ−d(p))(1−p−1) vol(Kp) ·

1, χ−d(p) = −1;
(1− ε(12 , (π3)p)), χ−d(p) = 0.
(5.6)
5.4 Local calculation: Non-Archimedean, p - disc(D)
In this case we fix an isomorphism Dp ∼= M(2,Qp) and take the maximal order Op =
M(2,Zp).
Lemma 5.4.1. Under the natural embedding
Ep = Qp(γ) ↪→ Dp ∼= M(2,Qp),
we have OEp = Ep ∩ Op.
The isomorphism Dp ∼= M(2,Qp) and the proof of the above lemma can be found later
case by case in this section.
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When p - disc(D), π′p ∼= πp and they are spherical. We can write
πp = π(µp, µ
−1
p ) = Ind
Gp
Bp
(µp ⊗ µ−1p ),
where µp is an unramified quasicharacter of Q×p such that µ2p 6= | · |. A spherical vector in








∣∣∣1/2 for any kp ∈ GL(2,Zp).
We can fix φ′p = φ
′′
p = πp(hp)φp.
Notice that here hp satisfies h
−1
p γhp ∈ Kp for all p. (Our choice of γ has ND(γ) = 1, so








p)Ωp(tp) dtp for h
−1






For the second integral we have the following lemma.
Lemma 5.4.2. Assume that p - disc(D), γ = γ0 =
√





(1) For h ∈ D×p ,
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p γhp) dhp =
∫
E×p \E×p O×p




For the first statement, (i)⇒(ii) is obvious since γ ∈ GL(2,Zp) and γ commutes with E×p ,
and (ii)⇒(i) will be proved case by case later in this section.
For the first integral we have










Proof. Write h = thuh with th ∈ E×p , uh ∈ O×p . Then h−1th = u−1h t
−1
h tthuh = u
−1
h tuh. Recall
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and therefore, by Theorem 5.2.1,
α(φ′p, φ
′′
p; Ωp) = α(φp, φp; Ωp) = vol(O×Ep)/ vol(Z
×
p )
when Ωp is unramified and Ep/Qp is unramified.
The rest of this lemma (when Ωp is ramified or Ep/Qp is ramified) is proved later in this
section.















 , i 7→
 α Nβ
β −α
 , j 7→
 −N
1




where (α, β) is a solution of α2 +Nβ2 = −q in Qp, q = 1 or 3. When p splits in E, −q is a









−q is a fixed solution of x2 = −q in Qp. Then Ep = Qp⊕Qp is embedded in M(2,Qp)
as the set of all the diagonal matrices. With this embedding Lemma 5.4.1 is obvious.
Proof of Lemma 5.4.2 when Ep/Qp is split.
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 kh, ch ∈ Q×p , r ∈ Z, xh ∈ Qp, kh ∈ GL(2,Zp).






Let t̄ = x−yiD for t = x+yiD ∈ Ep = Qp(iD). Then, for γ = iD =
√





















 kh = k−1h
 γ (γ − γ̄)xh
γ̄
 kh.
Therefore h−1γh ∈ GL(2,Zp) if and only if (γ − γ̄)xh ∈ Zp. This implies vp(xh) ≥ 0 when
p 6= 2 (or p 6= 3 respectively). Then h ∈ th
 pr
1
GL(2,Zp). This proves the statement
when Ep/Qp is split.
Proof of Lemma 5.4.3 when Ep/Qp is split.
Now E×p = Q×p ×Q×p . Notice that E×p /Q×p ∼= {(x, 1) : x ∈ Q×p }, We can write
∫
E×p /Q×p






φp, φp)Ωp(x, 1) d×x.
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For Ωp(t1, t2) = νp(t1)ν
−1
p (t2) we have
∫
E×p /Q×p





























νp(u) du = 0 when νp is ramified.
When Ep/Qp is not split








where (α, β) is a solution of α2 + Nβ2 = −q in Qp, q = 1 or 3. In particular we can choose
α, β ∈ Zp:
When p 6= 2, we can find a solution satisfying α, β ∈ Z×p ∪ {0}. With Hensel’s Lemma
we only need to prove α2 +Nβ2 ≡ −q (mod p) has a solution in Z/pZ, that means, there is
at least one quadratic residue (including 0) mod p in
{−q,−q − 12N,−q − 22N, . . . ,−q − ((p− 1)/2)2N},
which is a set of p+1
2
congruency classes mod p (here p, q,N are relatively prime to each
other). If not, the p+1
2
quadratic residues can only be found in the complement of the above
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set, which has p−1
2
numbers, a contradiction.
When p = q = 3 - N , N is the product of an odd number of distinct primes of the form
3n+ 2. Then −3−N ≡ 1 (mod 3) so −3−N is a square in Q×3 . We have a solution
α2 = −3−N, β = 1.
When p = 2 - N , actually α2 +Nβ2 = −q has no solution in Z×2 ∪{0}, But one can get a
solution such that one of α and β is in Z×2 . For example, when q = 1, according to Corollary
5.0.1, N is the product of an odd number of distinct primes of the form 4n+ 3 and we have
the following solution:
α = 2, β2 = 1− 8N−1(N − 3
8
+ 1) for N ≡ 3 (mod 8),
α = 4, β2 = 1− 8N−1(N − 7
8
+ 3) for N ≡ 7 (mod 8);
when q = 3, N is the product of an odd number of distinct primes of the form 6n+ 5:
α2 = 1− 8N + 1
2
, β = 2.
Recall that a unit u ∈ Z×2 is a square if and only if u ≡ 1 (mod 8).
Proof of Lemma 5.4.1. When Ep/Qp is non-split, the isomorphism D(Qp) ∼= M(2,Qp) maps
λ+ µ
√
−q to  λ+ αµ Nβµ
βµ λ− αµ
 .
Then OEp ⊇ Ep ∩ Op is obvious since the determinant of a matrix in M(2,Zp) is always in
Zp and det
 λ+ αµ Nβµ
βµ λ− αµ
 = λ2 + qµ2 is exactly the norm over Ep/Qp of λ+ µ√−q.
Now assume λ+µ
√
−q ∈ O×Ep . Then with our choice of α, β and the next lemma, both λ
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and µ are in Zp for most cases, and therefore
 λ+ αµ Nβµ
βµ λ− αµ
 ∈ GL(2,Zp). This also













 ∈ GL(2,Z2) (recall that α ∈ Z×2 , β = 2).






−3), OQp(γ) = Zp[γ]. Equivalently one can say,
when Ep = Qp(
√
−q) (q = 1 or 3) is non-split, λ+ µ
√
−q ∈ O×Ep if and only if
• λ, µ ∈ Zp and λ2 + qµ2 ∈ Z×p ; or
• λ, µ ∈ 1
2
+ Z2 for q = 3, p = 2.
Proof. With the normalized valuation on Ep, λ+ µ
√
−q ∈ OEp if and only if λ2 + qµ2 ∈ Zp.
When p 6= 2, both λ and µ are in Zp because −q is not a quadratic residue mod p. When
p = 2, assume that λ and µ are not together in Zp. Then λ2 + qµ2 ∈ Z2 implies v2(λ) =
v2(µ) = −r < 0 for some r. Say λ = 2−ru, µ = 2−rv for some u, v ∈ Z×2 . Then
λ2 + qµ2 = 2−2r(u2 + qv2) ∈ Z2.
Recall that u2, v2 ≡ 1 (mod 8). Then u2 + qv2 ≡ 1 + q (mod 8), i.e.
v2(λ
2 + qµ2) = −2r + v2(u2 + qv2) =

−2r + 1, q = 1;
−2r + 2, q = 3.
The only possibility such that v2(λ
2 + qµ2) ≥ 0 holds is that q = 3 and r = 1, which implies
λ, µ ∈ 1
2
+ Z2.
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Now we prove Lemma 5.4.2 and 5.4.3.
Proof of Lemma 5.4.2 when Ep/Qp is non-split (i.e. when χ−d(p) 6= 1).
We claim that, h−1γh ∈ O×p if and only if
h ∈ ZpO×p t

∅, p inert in E = Q(γ); 2 1
1
ZpO×p , γ = √−1, p = 2; 3 αβ−1
1




tr∈Z prO×Ep = Q
×
pO×Ep , p inert,
Q×pO×Ep t$EpQ
×
pO×Ep , p ramified,
and O×Ep ⊂ O
×








just for the ramified case, which can be easily checked by the following calculation, taking
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Now we prove the claim. The sufficiency is easy to check. To show the necessity, assume
that h−1γh ∈ GL(2,Zp) with h =
 y x
1














 X −(X2 + 1)Y −1
Y −X
 ∈ GL(2,Zp),
where X = α − βx, Y = βy. Our assumption on α and β says α ∈ Zp, β ∈ Z×p , in which
case
X = α− βx ∈ Zp ⇔ x ∈ Zp; Y = βy ∈ Zp ⇔ y ∈ Zp.
We will only consider the case when h /∈ GL(2,Zp), i.e. when
vp(X
2 + 1) ≥ vp(Y ) > 0.
This cannot happen when χ−4(p) = −1 since −1 is not a quadratic residue mod p and
vp(X
2 + 1) = 0. But if χ−4(p) = 0 i.e. p = 2, we have
v2(X
2 + 1) > 0⇔ X ∈ Z×2 ⇔ X2 ∈ 1 + 8Z2 ⇔ v2(X2 + 1) = 1
and then v2(Y ) = 1. So (recall that in this case v2(α) ≥ 1) x ∈ Z×2 and y ∈ 2Z×2 , which is
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 1 +X −(X2 + 3)Y −1
Y 1−X
 ∈ GL(2,Zp)
where X = α−βx, Y = βy. When p 6= 2, we can do similar deduction as above, considering
only the case when h /∈ GL(2,Zp), and get vp(X2 + 3) ≥ vp(Y ) > 0 and p = 3. But we know
that
v3(X
2 + 3) > 0⇔ X ∈ 3Z3 ⇔ v3(X2 + 3) = 1
and then v3(Y ) = 1. Recall that we choose α, β ∈ Z×3 . Therefore we have x ∈ αβ−1 + 3Z3,











and p = 2, we can choose α ∈ Z×2 and β = 2. Then the condition


















We still can get x, y ∈ Z2, but (α−2x)
2+3
4y
∈ Z2 implies y ∈ Z×2 , noticing that (α−2x)2 ∈ 1+8Z2




Proof of Lemma 5.4.3 when Ep/Qp is unramified and non-split.
Assume that Ωp has conductor c. In this case E
×
p = tr∈Z prO×Ep = Q
×
pO×Ep . Lemma 2.4.1
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Recall that OEp = Ep ∩ Op and φp is spherical. So we have
∫
E×p /Q×p















p ), c = 0;
0, c > 0.
Proof of Lemma 5.4.3 when Ep/Qp is ramified.
Now E×p = Q×pO×Ep t$EpQ
×








































(f(t) + f($Ept)) dt.
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Recall that O×Ep ⊂ O
×




































By the proof of Lemma 5.4.2, in this case, $Ep ∈
 p ∗
1
O×p . The Macdonald formula
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Here Lp(1, η) = 1, ζQp(2) = (1− p−2)−1,
Lp(1, π(µ1, µ2),Ad) =
Lp(1,1)





For πp = π(µp, µ
−1




, πE ⊗ Ω) =(1− µp(NEp/Fp($))Ωp($)q−1/2)−1(1− µ−1p (NEp/Fp($))Ωp($)q−1/2)−1








= (1 + p−1)
(1− µ2(p)p−1)−1(1− µ−2(p)p−1)−1










When Ω is unramified everywhere, Ωp($)



















1 + p−1 + p−1/2(µp(p) + µp(p)
−1)Ωp($)
(1 + µp(p)Ωp($)p−1/2)(1 + µ−1p (p)Ωp($)p
−1/2)
= 1.
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5.5 Compatibility of two nontrivial orbits
When N has no prime factor ≡ 1 (mod 4) and none ≡ 1 (mod 3) (i.e. all prime factors of N
are either 2, 3, or ≡ 11 (mod 12)), γ0 and γ1 both appear in the quaternion algebra D. We
applied different presentations of D in this case, which, when p - N , lead to local maximal
orders that differ by conjugation by an element in GL(2,Qp). But the spherical vector φ3,p
in the definition of the distribution I(f) should be determined by a fixed maximal order of
D, independent of the different ways to represent D.








. For the case at hand, by Lemma 2.1.2, both
D(Q) and D′(Q) have discriminant N ; and by Theorem 2.1.1 they are isomorphic to each
other. More explicitly the isomorphism D′
∼−→D can be given by i′ 7→ xi + yk, j′ 7→ j with
x2 +Ny2 = 3 for some x, y ∈ Q.
We consider the choice of φ3 in the definition of the distribution I(f) (see (4.1)):
φ3 ∈ CX2k−23 ⊗ (π′3,fin)Kfin
is a new-line vector in π′3 as defined in Lemma 3.1.3. It depends on the definition of X
2k−2
3
(i.e. the way we construct π′3,∞, which is trivial when 2k = 2) and of Kfin =
∏
p<∞Kp (i.e.
the choice of maximal orders Op at every finite place). For p | disc(D) there is a unique
maximal order Op of Dp and φ3,p is a constant multiple of δp ◦NDp for both cases.




∼−→M(2,Qp), under which the preimage of M(2,Zp) gives a maximal order Op.
We choose φ3,p to be the normalized O×p -invariant vector in the spherical representation π3,p.
Lemma 5.4.2 and 5.4.3 show that
∫
E×p \D×p
αpϕγ,p(hp) dhp = vol(Kp), p - N
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holds for γ = γ0. We will show it still holds for γ = γ1, i.e. for D
′
p.





∼−→M(2,Qp). Let O′p be the preimage














is a conjugation A 7→ TAT−1 for some T ∈ GL(2,Qp). This endomorphism gives another
maximal order: the image of Op under the isomorphism Dp ∼= D′p. Its image under the
isomorphism D′p
∼−→M(2,Qp) becomes T ·M(2,Zp) · T−1 and we still denote it by Op. Then
the condition for φ3,p becomes that it is T ·GL(2,Zp) · T−1-invariant. It’s easy to check that
πp(T
−1)φp is GL(2,Zp)-invariant i.e. (O′p)×-invariant.
With the new notations, Lemma 5.4.2 shows that h ∈ E×p (O′p)× if and only if h−1γh ∈








Lemma 5.4.3 shows that for h ∈ E×p (O′p)×,
α(πp(h)πp(T






We work on another maximal order Op = TO′pT−1. Now we have






p γhp) dhp =
∫
E×p \D×p
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under the condition that h−1γh ∈ O×p , by Lemma 5.4.3,
α(πp(hT )(πp(T






because that hT ∈ E×p (O′p)×. Thus we have
∫
E×p \D×p
αpϕγ,p(hp) dhp = vol(Kp), p - N
also holds for γ = γ1.













by Lemma 5.1.5. Here cγ =
1
2




























The calculation for the finite places still holds, that is, by Lemma 5.3.1 and 5.4.3 we still
have that αp = 0 unless Ωp is unramified for any finite p. The difficulty of the case when
2k > 2 is that, some terms with nontrivial Hecke characters of E = Q(γ) do not vanish.
Lemma 4.3.2 shows that, if Ω : E×\A×E → C× is unramified everywhere, it is determined
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by its Archimedean factor, i.e. a character of C× which is invariant under O×E . Here







6}5r=0, E1 = Q(γ1) = Q(
√
−3), ζ6 = 12(1 +
√
−3).
Then the sum over Ω ∈ ̂[E×] becomes that over Ω∞ ∈ ̂O×E\C×/R×. Recall that every
character of C×/R× is of the form z 7→ (z/z̄)m. Denote it by sgn2m where sgn(z) := z/|z| is
the “sign” of z ∈ C× on the complex unit circle (and hence sgn(z)2 := z/z̄). Obviously
sgn2m is O×E0-invariant⇔ m ∈ Z, 2 | m;
sgn2m is O×E1-invariant⇔ m ∈ Z, 3 | m.
(5.7)
These are the Ω∞ that may appear in the sum.
Recall that by Lemma 5.3.1, for p | disc(D), αp(φ′p, φ′′p; Ωp) = 0 unless Ωp = δp ◦NDp ,
where δp is the character such that πp = σδp . This is to say, besides the unramification of
Ωp, we also need that
Ωp($Ep) = δp(NDp($Ep)) = δp(NEp/Qp($Ep)).
This gives no extra information when Ep/Qp is unramified. But when Ep/Qp is ramified,
this leads to more restriction for Ω∞, noticing that Ω is trivial on E
×:
• For E = Q(
√
−1) and p = 2, 1 + i is a uniformizer of Ep, and then
Ω∞(1 + i)Ω2(1 + i) = 1⇒ Ω∞(1 + i) = Ω2(1 + i)−1 = δ2(NE2/Q2(1 + i)) = δ2(2).
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For Ω∞ = sgn
2m with 2 | m, this shows that
sgn2m(1 + i) = δ2(2) =

1 ⇒ m ≡ 0 (mod 4),
−1 ⇒ m ≡ 2 (mod 4).
• For E = Q(
√
−3) and p = 3,
√
−3 is a uniformizer of Ep. And similarly for Ω∞ = sgn2m
with 3 | m, this shows that
sgn2m(
√
−3) = δ3(3) =

1 ⇒ m ≡ 0 (mod 6),
−1 ⇒ m ≡ 3 (mod 6).
Moreover, analogous to Lemma 5.2.2, we can find a condition when α∞ vanishes. Recall
that, when v = ∞, π′v ∼= π′2k = Sym2k−2 V ⊗ det
−k+1 can be realized on the space of






π′2k(g)P (X, Y ) = P ((X, Y )g) det(g)






(See Appendix B.) This representation is determined by the last isomorphism. To make the
action on E×0 and E
×
1 consistent (so that the two nontrivial orbits are compatible as we
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. We fix the bilinear form B∞ such that B∞(·, ·) = 〈·, ·〉2k is the
inner product on π′2k defined as Lemma B.0.1.
Lemma 5.6.1. For any φ′v, φ
′′





















Recall that {X2k−2−rY r} forms an orthogonal basis of Vπ′2k which are eigenvectors under the
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k−1+m‖Xk−1−mY k−1+m‖2 vol(C×/R×), if m ∈ Z, −(k − 1) ≤ m ≤ k − 1;
0, otherwise.











v ; Ωv) = 0 unless Ω = 1




















































































































Lemma 5.6.2. For φ′∞ = ‖φ3‖π′2k(h)X2k−2, φ′′∞ =
‖φ3‖
‖P2k‖2
































































Proof. By the proof of Lemma 5.6.1 we have
∫
C×/R×





〈φ′∞, X2k−2−rY r〉2k〈φ′′∞, X2k−2−rY r〉2k
‖X2k−2−rY r‖4
. (5.13)
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We first deal with 〈φ′′∞, X2k−2−rY r〉. Recall that in Lemma 5.1.2, eγ is defined by
∫
G′∞






















〈π′2k ⊗ π′2k(γg, g)w◦2k, π′2k ⊗ π′2k(h, h)w◦2k〉〈π′2k(g)X2k−2, X2k−2−rY r〉 dg.
(5.14)




2 } forms an orthogonal basis of π′2k ⊗ π′2k, the first
matrix coefficient 〈π′2k ⊗ π′2k(γg, g)w◦2k, π′2k ⊗ π′2k(h, h)w◦2k〉 is equal to
∑
0≤i,j≤2k−2
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Combining (5.12) (5.13) (5.14) (5.15) we have
∫
C×/R×
































































2 ⊗X2k−2−r3 Y r3 〉 dg.
Here we denote by ∆3 the diagonal embedding from G
′
∞ to three copies of it. By the
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2 ⊗X2k−2−r3 Y r3 〉 dg
∣∣∣∣2 .
Recall that, up to a constant multiple, P2k is the only G′∞-invariant vector in (π′2k)⊗3 ·∆3.












2 ⊗X2k−2−r3 Y r3 〉 dg
= vol(G′∞)〈w◦2k ⊗X2k−23 ,
P2k
‖P2k‖








































∣∣∣(the coefficient in P2k of X2k−2−i1 Y i1 ⊗X2k−2−j2 Y j2 ⊗X2k−2−r3 Y r3 )∣∣∣2 .
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and this completes the proof.
We go back to the case when weight 2k = 4. Here
P4 = (X1Y2 −X2Y1)(X2Y3 −X3Y2)(X3Y1 −X1Y3)
= (−Y 21 X22 +X21Y 22 )X3Y3 + other terms.
The coefficient Ci,2−i,1 in P4 of X2−i1 Y i1 ⊗X i2Y 2−i2 ⊗X3Y3 is given by
Ci,2−i,1 =

1, i = 0;
0, i = 1;
−1, i = 2.

















vol(Kp), p - N ;
vol(Kp)(1− χ−d(p))(1− p−1), p | N, χ−d(p) = −1;
vol(Kp)(1− χ−d(p))(1− p−1)(1− εp(12 , π3)), p | N, χ−d(p) = 0.
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and from the spectral side (Theorem 4.5.3)
I(f)











, π1 ⊗ π2 ⊗ π3)











, π1 ⊗ π2 ⊗ π3)
L(1, π1 ⊗ π2 ⊗ π3,Ad)
.
Theorem 5.6.3 (Weight 4 Case). Let N be a square-free integer with an odd number of








, π1 ⊗ π2 ⊗ π3)












N · L(1, π3,Ad)
, (5.16)












1, 2 - N,











1, 3 - N,
(1− ε3(12 , π3)), 3 | N.




, πf ) = −ap(f)p−1, p | N,




















Theorem 5.6.4 (Weight 4 Case). Let N be a square-free integer with an odd number of






Lfin(5, f × g × h)






















1, 2 - N,
(1 + a2(h)
2
), 2 | N ;







1, 3 - N,
(1 + a3(h)
3
), 3 | N.
Chapter 6
Applications
6.1 Sum over three forms
Feigon–Whitehouse [FW09] shows that
Lemma 6.1.1 ([FW09] Theorem 6.10). Let E be an imaginary quadratic field of fundamental
discriminant −d < 0, with associated quadratic character χ−d = (−d· ). Let h = hE be the
class number of E, u := #O×E/{±1}. Let N be a square-free integer which is the product of












), if 2k = 2;
h, otherwise.
In particular, for d = 4 and N being the product of an odd number of distinct primes of
85
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, if 2k = 2;
1, otherwise.
For d = 3 and N being the product of an odd number of distinct primes of the form 3n+ 2,













, if 2k = 2;
1, otherwise.
With Theorem 1.1.3 we can get average formulas of central L-values over all three forms.
Corollary 6.1.2. Let N be a square-free integer with an odd number of prime factors. When






Lfin(2, f × g × h)























Lfin(5, f × g × h)
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Lfin(3k − 1, f × g × h)







1, if k = 1,
0, otherwise.
The size of F2k(N) is given by the following lemma.
Lemma 6.1.3 ([Mar05] Theorem 1). For any integer k ≥ 1 and N a square-free integer






















1/4, n ≡ 0 (mod 4),










1/3, n ≡ 0 (mod 3),
0, n ≡ 1 (mod 3),
−1/3, n ≡ 2 (mod 3).





























With the above lemma we can have an explicit result.
Corollary 6.1.4. Let N be a square-free integer with an odd number of prime factors. If N






Lfin(2, f × g × h)










Lfin(3k − 1, f × g × h)




, if 2k > 2.
6.2 The nonvanishing problems
When the weight 2k = 2, we can get a similar result of the nonvanishing problem as [FW10]
Corollary 5.2.
Corollary 6.2.1. Let N be the product of an odd number of distinct primes such that ϕ(N) >
24. For each h ∈ F2(N), there exist f, g ∈ F2(N) such that Lfin(2, f × g×h) 6= 0; moreover,
#{(f, g) ∈ F2(N)×F2(N) : Lfin(2, f × g × h) 6= 0} ε N3/4−ε.
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Proof. The first statement comes from (1.2) and the non-negativity of L(1, h)L(1, h, χ−d).
For f ∈ F2k(N) we know from Hoffstein–Lockhart [HL94] that (f, f)  N(logN)−2.
Applying this to (1.2) together with the non-negativity of L(1, h)L(1, h, χ−d), we have
∑
f,g∈F2(N)












1 logN/ log logN. (6.1)
So 2ω(N)  N1/ log logN . When ϕ(N) > 24 we have
∑
f,g∈F2(N)
Lfin(2, f × g × h) N2−1/ log logN(logN)−6.
Moreover, for any weight 2k we have the convexity bound Lfin(3k−1, f × g×h)k,ε N5/4+ε
([IK04]). Therefore




Analogously we can get a nonvanishing result for weight 4. The lower bound of (f, f)
and the convexity bound of Lfin(5, f × g × h) do not change, but we notice that in (5.17),
negative signs appear with the base change L-functions. Recall that, for f ∈ F4(N), the
convexity bound of central value of base change L-function is
Lfin(2, f)Lfin(2, f, χ−d)ε N1/2+ε.
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Corollary 6.2.2. Let N be the product of an odd number of distinct primes. For h ∈ F4(N),
#{(f, g) ∈ F4(N)×F4(N) : Lfin(5, f × g × h) 6= 0} ε N3/4−ε.




















Lfin(5, f × g × h)





















Lfin(5, f × g × h) N2−1/ log logN(logN)−6.
The rest of the proof is the same as the case of weight 2.
The above work still holds for any weight 2k > 2, if we only consider certain levels N
such that only the trivial orbit appears in the geometric side of the RTF.
Corollary 6.2.3. Let 2k > 2, N be the product of an odd number of distinct primes which
has a prime factor ≡ 1 (mod 4) and one ≡ 1 (mod 3). For each h ∈ F2k(N), there exist
f, g ∈ F2k(N) such that Lfin(3k − 1, f × g × h) 6= 0; moreover,
#{(f, g) ∈ F2k(N)×F2k(N) : Lfin(3k − 1, f × g × h) 6= 0} k,ε N3/4−ε.
Now we study the nonvanishing modulo suitable primes p of the algebraic part of triple
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product L-values. Given f, g, h ∈ F2k(N), we define
Lalg(3k − 1, f × g × h) := Γ(3k − 1)Γ(k)3 2
ω(N)N
28k−3π6k−1
Lfin(3k − 1, f × g × h)
(f, f)(g, g)(h, h)
.
According to [BSP96] Theorem 5.7 (a revised version of this theorem can be found in
[BSSP03], in the proof of Proposition 2.1), Lalg(3k − 1, f × g × h) lies in the subfield of
C generated by the Fourier coefficients of f , g and h and hence is algebraic.
Corollary 6.2.4. Let p be a prime such that p ≥ 3k − 1 and p 6= 2, and p be a place in Q
above p. Let N be a square-free integer with an odd number of prime factors which has a
prime factor ≡ 1 (mod 4) and one ≡ 1 (mod 3). Then, when 2k > 2, for any h ∈ F2k(N),
there exist f, g ∈ F2k(N) such that
Lalg(3k − 1, f × g × h) 6≡ 0 (mod p).
This holds for 2k = 2 too if in addition p - ϕ(N)− 24.













, 2k = 2;
24k−1 Γ(3k−1)Γ(k)
3
Γ(2k−1)2Γ(2k) , 2k > 2.
Appendix A
Hilbert Symbol
For a local field F , the Hilbert symbol (·, ·)F : F×/(F×)2 × F×/(F×)2 → {±1} can be
defined by that (a, b)F = 1 if (
a,b
F
) ∼= M2(F ) is split, and = −1 if (a,bF ) is a division algebra.
It can be calculated by the following lemma.
Lemma A.0.1 ([Ser73] §III.1.2 Theorem 1). If F = R, we have (a, b)R = 1 if a or b is > 0,
and = −1 if a and b are < 0.







)α if p 6= 2,
(−1)ε(u)ε(v)+αω(v)+βω(u) if p = 2.
Here (u
p
) denotes the Legendre symbol, and ε, ω are defined by




0 if z ≡ 1 (mod 4),
1 if z ≡ 3 (mod 4);
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0 if z ≡ ±1 (mod 8),
1 if z ≡ ±5 (mod 8).
A.1 Application to quaternion algebras
We can use the Hilbert symbol to prove Lemma 2.1.2.
















When p = 2, if 2 - N , N is the product of an odd number of primes of the form 4n+ 3, and
therefore −N ≡ 1 (mod 4),
(−N,−1)Q2 = (−1)ε(−N)ε(−1) = 1;
if 2 | N , N
2




(−N,−1)Q2 = (−1)ε(−N/2)ε(−1)+ω(−1) = −1.






















1 if p ≡ 1 (mod 3)
−1 if p ≡ 2 (mod 3).
(A.1)
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When p = 2, if 2 - N ,
(−N,−3)Q2 = (−1)ε(−N)ε(−3) = 1;
if 2 | N ,
(−N,−3)Q2 = (−1)ε(−N/2)ε(−3)+ω(−3) = −1.
When p = 3, if 3 - N , N is the product of an odd number of primes of the form 3n + 2 (2








if 3 | N , N
3










= (−1)(−1)(−1) = −1.
A.2 Application to quadratic forms
Another application of the Hilbert symbol is to study what numbers can be represented in
a given quadratic form.
Lemma A.2.1 ([Ser73] §IV.2.2 Corollary of Theorem 6). Let f ∼ a1X21 + · · · + anX2n be a
quadratic form of rank n and a ∈ Q×p /(Q×p )2. When n = 3, in order that f represents a in
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Qp, it is necessary and sufficient that a 6= −a1a2a3 in Q×p /(Q×p )2, or
a = −a1a2a3 and (−1, a)Qp = (a1, a2)Qp(a2, a3)Qp(a1, a3)Qp .
With this lemma we give a proof of Proposition 5.1.4.
Proof of Proposition 5.1.4. To prove the necessity, by the definition of the Hilbert symbol,
we write D(Q) = (a,bQ ) with (a, b)Qp = −1 for any p | N . Recall that
ND(X0 +X1i+X2j +X3k) = X
2
0 − aX21 − bX22 + abX23 .
(1) When p ≡ 1 (mod 4) is a prime factor of N , we claim that −aX21 − bX22 + abX23
cannot represent 1 in Qp. Then it cannot represent 1 in Q, i.e. D(Q) has no element with
trace 0 and norm 1.
To prove the claim, we only need to show
1 = −(−a)(−b)(ab) in Q×p /(Q×p )2, and (−1, 1) 6= (−a,−b)(−b, ab)(−a, ab)
(we omit the subscript Qp when there is no confusion). Notice that when p ≡ 1 (mod 4),
−1 is a square in (Z/pZ)× and therefore a square in Q×p by Hensel’s Lemma. This proves
the first statement. For the second one, by the properties of Hilbert symbols (see [Voi20]
Lemma 5.6.3 and Lemma 12.4.1),
(−a,−b) = (−a,−(−a)(−b)) = (−a,−ab);
(−b, ab)(−a, ab) = (ab, ab) = (−1, ab) = (−1,−1)(−1,−ab);
(−a,−b)(−b, ab)(−a, ab) = (−a,−ab)(−1,−1)(−1,−ab) = (−1,−1)(a,−ab).
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With the assumption (a, b) = −1 (and therefore (a,−ab) = −1) we have
(−a,−b)(−b, ab)(−a, ab) = −(−1,−1).
(This result does not depend on the congruence condition of p.) When p ≡ 1 (mod 4), −1
is a square in Q×p , and then (−1,−1) = 1 = (−1, 1). This completes the proof of the claim.
(2) One can check that
TrD(x) = 1, ND(x) = 1⇔ TrD(2x− 1) = 0, ND(2x− 1) = 3.
So for this case we will show that, when p ≡ 1 (mod 3) is a prime factor of N , −aX21 −
bX22 + abX
2
3 cannot represent 3 in Qp; i.e.
−3 ∈ (Q×p )2, and (−1, 3) 6= (−a,−b)(−b, ab)(−a, ab).
When p ≡ 1 (mod 3), −3 is a square in (Z/pZ)× according to (A.1), and therefore a square
in Q×p by Hensel’s Lemma. By the deduction of the previous case we still have
(−a,−b)(−b, ab)(−a, ab) = −(−1,−1);
and −3 ∈ (Q×p )2 implies
(−1, 3) = (−1,−3)(−1,−1) = 1 · (−1,−1).
This completes the proof of the proposition.
Appendix B
Representation Theory of SU(2)
Notice that G′∞ = R×\D×(R) ∼= SU(2)/{±1}. Set
π′2k := Sym
2k−2 V ⊗ det−k+1,
where V denotes the irreducible 2-dimensional representation of G′∞ coming from the iso-
morphism D×(R) ∼−→GL(2,C) (see (5.8)). We have
dimπ′2k = dim(Sym
2k−2 V ) =
(
dimV + (2k − 2)− 1
2k − 2
)
= 2k − 1.
More explicitly, π′2k can be realized on the space of homogeneous polynomials in X, Y of






π′2k(g)P (X, Y ) := P ((X, Y )g) det(g)
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Lemma B.0.1. Define






, if i = j;
0, otherwise.
Then 〈·, ·〉2k defines a G′∞-invariant inner product on Vπ′2k .









































〈π′2k(g)XiY 2k−2−i, π′2k(g)XjY 2k−2−j〉2k




























































































































































Ai = the coefficient of x
i in (αᾱx+ 1)r(−ββ̄x+ 1)2k−2−r,
Bj = the coefficient of y
i in (αᾱy + 1)r(−ββ̄y + 1)2k−2−r,








(αᾱ)2k−2−r(ββ̄)r(αᾱx+ 1)r(−ββ̄x+ 1)2k−2−r(αᾱy + 1)r(−ββ̄y + 1)2k−2−r
=
(






xy + αᾱ + ββ̄
)2k−2
.
Observe that it is a polynomial of xy. So the coefficient Cij of x
iyj is 0 unless i = j. Also
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notice that αᾱ + ββ̄ = 1. So
Cii =
(














= 〈X iY 2k−2−i, X iY 2k−2−i〉2k.
One can check that π′2k is an irreducible representation with highest weight 2k − 2, and
X2k−2 is a highest weight vector. As in Lemma 3.1.3, let φ∞ be the highest weight vector
‖φ‖X2k−2. We have 〈φ, φ〉 =
∏
v〈φv, φv〉v since the length of φv is assumed to be 1 for any
v <∞.
Denote by ∆2 (or ∆3) the diagonal embedding from G
′
∞ to two (or three, respectively)
copies of it. One can view π′2k
⊗2 ◦∆2 and π′2k
⊗3 ◦∆3 as representations of G′∞. Denote by








2 ⊗ Xr3Y 2k−2−r3 }) a basis of π′2k
⊗2 =
π′2k ⊗ π′2k (or π′2k
















is the only G′∞-invariant vector in π
′
2k
⊗3 ◦∆3 up to a constant multiple.
Let 〈·, ·〉 be the D×(Q)2 or D×(Q)3-invariant pairing on π′2k
⊗2 or π′2k
⊗3 given by
〈·, ·〉 = 〈·, ·〉2k ⊗ 〈·, ·〉2k or 〈·, ·〉2k ⊗ 〈·, ·〉2k ⊗ 〈·, ·〉2k. (B.1)
We can calculate the lengths of some particular vectors.





































In particular 〈w◦2k, w◦2k〉 = 〈P2k,P2k〉/(2k − 1).

























































)−1( 2k − 2
k − 1− r
)−1
.
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Proof. Assume that a point moves from (0, 0) to (2n+ 1,m) by moving up or to the right by





possible paths. But the path can intersect









is the number of all possible paths that the point moves from (0, 0) to
(n, r) and then from (n+ 1, r) to (2n+ 1,m). While r varies from 0 to m, all possible paths
are counted.
At last we prove a lemma which we use to motivate our choice of the test function in
Section 4.1.
Lemma B.0.4. With w◦2k and P2k defined in Lemma B.0.2, we have
(1)
〈w◦2k ⊗X2k−2−i3 Y i3 ,P2k〉 =

〈w◦2k, w◦2k〉, i = 0;












, i = 0;
0, i 6= 0.
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· 〈X2k−2−i3 Y i3 , X2k−2−i3 Y i3 〉.






is always k − 1, while that in the second term is always k − 1 + i. So the inner product is 0
unless i = 0.

















































· 1 = 〈w◦2k, w◦2k〉.
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(2) We have that
〈∫
G′∞














⊗3 ◦∆3(g)w◦2k ⊗X2k−23 , w◦2k ⊗X2k−2−i3 Y i3 〉 dg.
Recall that P2k is the only G′∞-invariant vector in π′2k
⊗3 ◦ ∆3 up to a constant multiple.












The value of 〈w◦2k ⊗X2k−2−i3 Y i3 ,P2k〉 completes the proof.
Remark B.0.5. This lemma implies that
∫
G′∞
〈π′2k ⊗ π′2k(g, g)w◦2k, w◦2k〉π′2k(g)X2k−2 dg
is a constant multiple of X2k−2; more explicitly,
∫
G′∞











, π′1 ⊗ π′2 ⊗ π′3). 1, 36




χd . 4, 15











G′(F ) = F×\D×(F ). 11




qv = #(OFv/($v)). 12
G′v = Z(Qv)\D×(Qv). 14
[E×] = A×E×\A×E. 14
[D×] = Z(A)D×(Q)\D×(A). 14
η . 15
F(N, 2k) . 16
π2kdis . 16
π(µ1, µ2) = Ind
Gp
Bp





F ′(N, 2k) . 17
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